Helping our tamariki
get the best start in life

At Brainwave Trust we want every tamaiti to be given
the best start in life. We share our scientific knowledge in an
easy-to-understand way, to help whānau raise tamariki to
be the best that they can be.

Tamariki brain development is influenced
by their genes and by their experiences

Our brain is involved in everything
we think, feel and do. The way
it develops will affect every part
of our life.
Genes provide basic instructions for
a child’s development, but these
instructions can be changed and
influenced by what happens to them
while they’re growing up.

Brain development starts early in pregnancy
What happens to Mum while she is hapū, can affect pēpi. She needs:
• positive experiences
• lots of support from whānau, friends & relevant services
• healthy food
• to know the impacts of smoking, alcohol and other drugs on pēpi.
What happens to tamariki when they’re young has a lot to do with how
they’ll develop - emotionally as well as physically - and this can affect
them for life.
The experiences they have work with their genes to provide the basis for
their future learning, behaviour and health, which is why these early years
are so important. When their experiences are mostly positive and loving,
this helps pēpi to develop in the best way possible. Although our brain
grows and changes throughout our life, during these first few years of life it
is more flexible & open to the impact of experiences and learning.
Did you know?
•
Nature (genes) and nurture (experiences) work together to build the brain.
•
At birth pēpi have about 86 billion neurons (a type of brain cell). This is about the same
number as adults have. Some of these neurons are already connected to each other,
helping pēpi survive by making sure they can breathe and that their heart beats. Most
brain connections, however, will develop after birth.
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What happens to tamariki can help,
or get in the way of, their healthy deveopment

Many things influence our children’s
development. We want tamariki to
grow up healthy, both physically and
mentally, and be able to cope with
life’s challenges.
Some things increase the chance of
these positive outcomes, while others
increase the chance of poor outcomes.

Brain development after birth
•
•
•
•
•
•

A lot of important brain development happens very early in life, and is
influenced by what a child sees, hears and experiences.
The brain develops from the bottom up. The brainstem, which is
responsible for survival, develops first.
Parts of the brain develop at different times. Earlier development
affects what comes later.
Different parts of the brain are connected to each other and influence
each other’s development.
The brain communicates with, and influences the whole body.
The early years are a really important time for building the foundations
for social & emotional learning (e.g. being a good friend).

Things that can help

Things that can get in the way

Protective factors are things that
help tamariki develop well & make
positive outcomes more likely.

Risk factors are the things that
can get in the way of healthy
development.

One of the most important
protective factors is a strong,
loving relationship between
parent and child.
Having other loving adults, from
their whānau or community,
involved in their life, can also help
tamariki.
Other things that help include
being breast fed and being
connected to their own culture.

In a nutshell: We don’t get to choose which genes will be
dominant for each tamaiti, but we can influence their experiences
and make a real difference to their brain development through:
• our own loving care of pēpi
• support for whānau who are raising tamariki.
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Examples of risk factors for tamariki
include: being exposed to alcohol
or other drugs in pregnancy,
parental depression, poverty,
family violence, abuse or neglect.
Risk factors can lead to poor
outcomes such as behaviour
problems, physical or mental
illness, learning difficulties, alcohol
or drug issues or breaking the law.
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Tamariki need to feel loved
We all know that tamariki have
physical needs: to be fed, kept clean
and to see the doctor when they’re
sick. Their emotional needs are just
as important.
What adults do matters. Tamariki
need love from caring adults.
It’s important for their development.

Tamariki need loving adults
looking after them

What does this mean for tamariki?
Exposure to one (or more) risk factors does not automatically lead to poor
outcomes.
The more protective factors tamariki have, and the fewer risks they face,
the more likely they are to enjoy positive outcomes throughout their life.

•

•

For tamariki facing risk, each protective factor that is added, and each risk
that is reduced, increases their chance of positive outcomes.
Did you know?
•
Research is often carried out on groups of people. However, we’re all different in the way
we are affected by things and not everyone who has the same experiences will have the
same outcomes. For example, not everyone who smokes gets lung disease, but we do know
(from research) that smoking greatly increases the chance so not smoking is the healthiest
option.

In a nutshell: How we care for tamariki can make a big
difference to their development.

•

Pēpi and tamariki need support
when they have strong feelings;
they can’t yet manage these by
themselves.
If pēpi are usually soothed and
comforted when upset, they are
more likely to learn, over time,
to handle their emotions in a
healthy way.
Pēpi are completely dependent
on their parents. When they
know that whānau will ‘be
there’, they are likely to feel safe
and secure. This then means
they can get on with exploring
the world; an important part of
their learning.

Something to think about
•

•

•

Our own life experiences can
have a big influence on how
we care for tamariki. It’s worth
thinking about - what’s helpful
to share with future generations;
and, not so helpful parenting
techniques that are best left
behind
There’s no such thing as the
perfect parent. Pēpi doesn’t
need you to ‘get it right’ all the
time. In fact, acknowledging
and owning our mistakes by
saying sorry and having a cuddle
with your tamaiti, can help them
develop resilience.
We all need support when raising
tamariki. Know your support
networks and don’t be afraid to
reach out.

In a nutshell: Spending time with pēpi and tamariki, trying
to figure out what they want and responding to their needs is an
important way for parents & whānau to help tamariki grow up
physically and mentally healthy.

We can’t protect pēpi and tamariki from all risks. Some things are
out of our control (e.g. earthquakes, pandemics, their genes), but
support from loving adults makes a big difference to the way they
will be affected by these things.
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Harmful experiences for tamariki
can have both short and long term effects

It’s a normal part of life to have
good times and not so good times
and tamariki are likely to feel
disappointed, upset or frustrated
when things are not going so well.
When they are well supported at
these times to handle their range of
feelings, it actually helps them learn
how to manage their emotions.

Some types of experiences, especially in the first few years, can be harmful
to baby’s development. These include:

The impact of stress on pēpi

•
•
•

Some stress, with support, can help build resilience in pēpi and tamariki.
An example is when they feel really hungry but have to wait another five
minutes for dinner to be ready.

abuse (physical, emotional, sexual)
physical and emotional neglect
growing up in a home where there is violence – even when that
violence is not happening to the tamaiti themselves.

Tamariki whose lives are affected by any of these things, and whānau who
are struggling in any way, need help and support sooner rather than later.

When there’s too much stress, or it’s happening too often, and there is little
or no support, it can be harmful to pēpi and tamariki. Not just at the time
it’s happening, either. There can be long term effects on their memory,
learning and physical and mental health.

In a nutshell: Some everyday stresses can help tamariki develop
resilience, when they have loving adult support.

When stress is high, or long-lasting, it can affect how tamariki
develop. This is why it’s important to protect tamariki from these
types of stress, as much as possible.

Did you know?
•
Because so much development happens in the first three years the experiences tamariki
have during this time can have a big impact on their health and wellbeing, right through
to their adult life. Even those experiences they don’t seem to remember.
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Every day there are opportunities to help
tamariki reach their potential

The best play opportunities
don’t really need toys at all.
Other ways to have fun and
help pēpi learn are through
telling stories, singing waiata,
reading or looking at books
and photos together.

Talking with pēpi
helps their brain grow.

Playtime is learning time!
•
•

•
•

Pēpi is telling you things, right from birth. They don’t have words yet, but
they communicate through facial expressions, what they’re looking at,
sounds they make. Over time, by watching and listening to pēpi, you’ll
understand more of what they’re ‘telling’ you.
The more you and other whānau talk with pēpi, the better. Talking
provides lots of wonderful stimulation for their growing brain.
Great chats with pēpi go back and forth between you. When you talk,
notice how pēpi watches and listens to you.

Did you know?
•
Pēpi and tamariki learn language best by having conversations with people. Screens (e.g.
phones, tablets) can’t reply, and are best used as little as possible while tamariki are
small.
•
Babies are born able to hear all the sounds in all the languages of the world. They will
learn best when you use the language that matters to you. They can also learn the
different languages that your whānau speak. Pēpi might be little, but their ability to learn
language is huge.

In a nutshell: It’s never too early to start talking with pēpi. They

are learning from the very beginning, long before they can talk
themselves.
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•
•
•

Simple is best. Basic toys, such as blocks, and safe household objects
like empty boxes give tamariki opportunities to use their imagination.
Messy play with things like sand, water, playdough and paint helps
stimulate baby’s senses, and their brain.
The outdoors is full of interesting shapes, sounds and texture to play
with and there’s more space to move around too. Sand, leaves and
branches are fun play things.
Everyday jobs around the house, with whānau, can be play time too.
Sweeping the floor, washing the car, weeding the vege patch can be
fun, with lots of learning for tamariki.

In a nutshell: The first few years of life are very important for
tamariki. What happens during their childhood can influence their
future life.
Research tells us that the ordinary, everyday things that parents and
whānau do with tamariki can make a huge difference.
Glossary of Māori words
pēpi - baby/babies
tamariki - children

tamaiti - child
whānau - extended family
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Want to find out more?

